Abstract: Numerous free radical d o n s involve polar transition state (TS), which can be respodble for the excellent Hammett p+ -0 ' Correlations where the value of p + is negative. The structure of polar TS can not be the resonance hybrid of the reactant and product of the radical reaction (the intermediate configuration).
I
The Hammett correlations of the radical reactions (3-1 1) show p + <O , which indicates the major contribution of -2 to the rates. The structure -1 could be the resonance hybrid of the reactant, [yC&c& X * ] and product, TyC6H4CHz.
-2 apparently derivates from -1. When a TS assumes the intermediate configuration like -1 , the substituent effects on the free energy of activation ( d G;) (kinetic substituent effects) and on the free energy of reaction (d Goy) (thermodynamic substituent effects) are linearly related with each other for a linear h e energy relationship (12) . When the subscripts Y and H signify the substituents on the phenyl ring, the linearity should also hold for the differentials that is Polanyi equation (13) is a simpler form of linear free energy relation. The parallelism between the rates and equilibria may well entertain Leffler-Hammond postulate (LHP) (12, 14) and reactivity/selectivity principle (RSP) (15) .
The breakdown8 (16) of LHP and RSP were however recognized for many heterolytic reactions. Thornton (17) noted for the first time that the perturbations of potential energies of the TS by the substituents could take place in a perpendicular manner against the "normal" reaction coordinate (Thomton rule), The perpendicular effects could successfully rationalize the reactivities of (Fig. 1 ) which is compatible with the foregoing statements regarding the differential substituents effects on the degree of the bond breakages. Figure 1 may be therefore pronouncing the entropy control of reactivities. 17 (10 "c), -1.26 (40 t), -1.33 (60 "c), and -1.41 (80 "c) The hydrogen abstractions have been normally depicted as a combination of the two anharmonic vibrations on twodimensid reaction profile. According to Thornton rule, the paths of the potential energies of the radical reactions involving polar TS should be accommodated with threedimensional system where the polar TS is significantly displaced h m the "conventional" reaction coordinate. The polar TS may be derived knn either the perpendicular effects or the variable intrinsic banim, which may provoke the enmpic dominance for the rates.
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